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  Hub meeting Wednesday 7/10/20 -  6.30 Virtual meeting  

Minutes of meeting 7/10/20  

Attendees - Nicky Brown, Karen Green, Sarah Worrall, Kim Hall, Donna 
Gray, Carol Riggers, Gill, Lambert, Lola -Chipmunks,  Laura 
Childminder,  Andrea CPD Champion.  

• Spaces and availability update.  

• Windmill - Spaces for afternoon sessions this term. After 
Christmas - January - Spaces for both sessions - Morning and 
afternoon and 30 hour sessions.  

• Chipmunks - Full for Nursery but do have before and after school 
places available.  

• Carol Riggers and Laura Childminders - no spaces.  

• Grange Park Nursery - Afternoon sessions available this term and 
in January plus there are 3 30 hour spaces.  

• Randlay Roundabouts already updated.  

Sharing good practice and ideas  

• Grange Park - Not having parents coming into Nursery or 
Reception has had a positive impact on the children’s wellbeing, 
they are settling much quicker and there has been less upset 
when parents leave. Parents have been very supportive and have 
been talking to their children about this which has provided a lot 
of emotional support. Children in the Reception classes are now 



starting early work and settling to it much quicker and staff feel 
this is a real benefit to learning.  

• Windmill - similar feedback parents have been great there has 
been no negativity and children settle well.  

• Laura talked about it from her perspective as a parent of a child 
at Grange Park . She said her little one has settled really well 
and that Story Park has been brilliant for keeping her in touch 
with what is going on at Nursery.  

• Chipmunks echoed everyone else - children have settled much 
more quickly, Parents do come into the entrance but have to 
wear masks .  

• Carol Childminder again said children are settling much more 
quickly as well even in her setting.  

• Sarah said that the feedback across T&W is very similar there 
have been very few problems.  

• Nicky and Karen explained that they have re started Family Stay 
and Play at Grange Park with 2 bubbles with about 6 - 8 families 
in each bubble. Parents have been brilliant with social distancing 
and have been very appreciative of the sessions. We feel that 
these sessions have helped families well being.  

• Jemma, Donna and Kim explained about the Attention Autism 
training which is happening at Grange Park. They explained that 
a lot of the activities are simple but really help in getting 
children’s               attention . - Toy in the bucket activity is one 
it encourages eye contact between staff and child. Jemma 
explained that the training is from Gina Davies and lasts for 6 
sessions - Reception staff are involved . There are 4 stages to the 
programme - stage 1 - Focus, Stage 2- attention, Stage 3- 
interaction shift and Stage 4 - table activities. Staff have to video 
themselves and then this is reviewed by Gina and feedback 
given. Jemma explained that this is a really good intervention for 
SEND children and rising 3’s. it costs £600. You can follow Gina on 
google.  

There are also parenting courses that can be accessed - with 
UTube videos eg there is one on sleep tips .  



• Sarah gave a brief update from the LA - she highlighted the new 
Development matters document, She  also mentioned the Early 
years Alliance delivery podcast. Sarah gave the dates for the 
Panel next date is 7th Dec paperwork has to be in by 30th Nov. 
Sarah also mentioned that Liz Smith would like to join the next 
Hub meeting. Sarah said that through COVID T&W have done 
really well keeping most settings and childminders.  Sarah asked 
if everyone received the T&W education letter.   

• Andrea - CPD champion - explained her role - delivering support 
for early language, Literacy and Maths. Her role is to provide CPD 
for practitioners - in Nursery or Childminding settings particularly 
focusing on the most disadvantaged. She is also looking at school 
readiness. Andrea will lead CPD in settings - however COVID has 
stopped this. There are 15 settings with 4 CPD champions. The 
programme is very reflective for practitioners and they can 
reflect and then review and teak practice. The programme is due 
to start in November. The programme is a cascading model  

• Nicky said she will share Pacey information with the Hub and 
send out links to videos.  

• Jemma - discussed S&L and the on line SALT service with 
information for parents - this is from the NHS - Sarah said T&W 
are trying to access it. There is currently a 6 month waiting list 
for the service.  

There was no other business.  Nicky thanked everyone for their input.  

Next meeting - Wed 2nd Dec at 6.30 on Teams.  



 Minutes from last meeting July 1st Summer term 20  

Updates for website  

Randlay Roundabouts - spaces in September for 3-year olds and able to 
offer 30-hour places.  

Brookside Pre -school - spaces for all ages in September - Part time - 
mornings only.  

Randlay Primary school Nursery -   Kate said that there are spaces 
available for September, our 30-hour sessions are full, but we have 
morning and afternoon sessions available. 

Windmill Primary school Nursery there will be spaces available for 3 
years olds from September at Windmill . 

Grange Park Primary School Nursery - There will be spaces in 
September contact the Nursery.  

Sharing of good practice  

Nikki Boronoski - Explained she shared activities with parents through 
their Facebook page.  She also said she shared Maths videos to show 
parents what to do.  

Donna Hopkins - Explained Story Park has been invaluable for home 
learning sharing activities and resources and parents able to share 
photos and things they have been doing. She said she can share Story 
Park with new children as well.  Donna also said that parents are now 
leaving children at the door and not coming into Nursery and this has 
made a real difference to the children they settle more quickly and 
seem more confident. Sarah Worrall said she had had similar feedback 
from other settings regarding this.  



Kim Hall Reception - explained that she feels the children are calmer 
in the classroom as they are sharing resources and there are less 
resources, lees children has also helped the calmer environment.  She 
also said the children are also more inventive on the play ground  

Julia - said that having less resources available has meant the children 
are playing better and more co-operatively.  

Kate White -  Children were more confident in a smaller groups, she 
said they were offering on line learning to parents this is across the 
school.  

Jemma Vanderwoning - SENCO - talked about interventions being 
difficult now and will be in September if children are working in 
bubbles.  

Jo and Mick - Explained they have built up their days over lockdown, 
they now have up to 10 children over the day - part time. They will 
have some 30 hour children in September. They still have their 
assistant Laura working with them.  

Sarah Worrall - T&W - Explained that agencies are starting to go into 
Nursery’s particularly if parents have submitted an ECNA request. Some 
Paediatricians are doing meetings on line with parents.  

Sarah brought up slides about EYFS data she shared the screen.  

Phonics - for the LA is above National - LA - 83.5 % NA 81.9%  

The GLD average is consistent for the LA in Lit/ Maths and nearly at 
National. 

Sarah said Andrea from Strawberry Hill is the CPD champion linked to 
our Hub. She will come to the Autumn meeting and explain her role. 
She is being trained and then will cascade this to other staff.  

Level 3 SEND award - The LA have chosen 24 staff from PVI’s staff had 
to apply and the LA took 1 per setting.  

Sarah also said lots of settings have been open during Lock down and 
there have been no problems.  



Transition  

Sarah said there have been lots Microsoft teams meetings regarding 
transition with different settings, parents and schools.  

Kim - Grange Park - new parents and children invited onto school field 
for a picnic over a couple of weeks. They will have a picnic box and 
the children will bring their teddy bears. Staff will read stories and the 
families can be introduced to key staff and view the school from the 
field.  

Alice - Grange Park explained that staff will go into school over the 
holidays and do virtual tours of the classrooms and playground and 
share with new parents and children. Communication has been ongoing 
through Story Park .  

Karen asked if all new children have access to Story Park - Donna said 
yes this will help with transition.  

Gill Lambert - Windmill have already facilitated handover talk with the 
children involved in transferring to us in September from Chipmunks, 
including SEND, and we are currently working on plans for a phased 
start in September for the reception children but it has to be agreed 
before we can make it public knowledge.  

Nicky B - talked about how interesting it will be to see how children 
settle in September with different procedures in place.  Discussion at 
Autumn meeting.  

Nicky said she would send out a date hopefully for a face to face 
meeting  


